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Everything you need to know in one take-anywhere field guide! This all-in-one guide from renowned photographer, instructor, and author
Bryan Peterson will help you take better photos anytime, anywhere–with any camera. Want to finally understand exposure? Interested in
learning to "see" and composing your images more creatively? Ready to master the magic of light? It’s all here, the techniques every
amateur photographer needs to take better nature, landscape, people, and close-up photos. You’ll even get creative techniques, like making
"rain" and capturing "ghosts," and practical advice on gear, equipment, and postprocessing software. Filled with Bryan’s inspirational
photographs, this is the one essential guide for every camera bag.
Finally, an all-in-one guide for Nikon photographers! Complete, compact, and designed for use in the field, you'll get quick answers to
common and unusual questions regarding exposure, equipment, and shooting techniques. Follow the tips on keeping steady, preventing
static electricity marks, and shooting at night, and a host of other techniques. There's a full discussion of filters and of options for reducing
glare, contrast, haze, and flare. This "smart" little take-along guide includes concise operation instructions for the Nikon F5, F4, N90s/F90X,
N70/F70, and FM2n as well as Speedlights SB-25, -26, -27, and -28. The Nikon Field Guide also includes charts and data for daylight and
flash exposure, reciprocity effects, Filters, close-up photography, and much more!
A full-color, go-anywhere guide to Nikon's entire array of creative lighting possibilities Nikon's Creative Lighting System is like having a lowcost, wireless, studio lighting system that's portable enough to fit into a camera bag. Although the possibilities are endless and exciting,
setting up, synchronizing the equipment, and determining lighting ratios can be a bit overwhelming. Luckily, this Digital Field Guide has been
completely updated to shed some light on the situation! Beginning with the basic functions of the Nikon SB-900, the SB-800, and the SB-600,
the author then goes on to demystify the complexities of using multiple speedlights, adjusting flash outputs, and setting up a wireless studio.
Clearly explains how to get the best results when using multiple speedlights Includes examples and unique advice on how to light specific
subjects, such as weddings, wildlife, portraits, product shots, and corporate locations Covers other Creative Lighting System components,
such as Nikon's wireless commander and macro speedlights With this handy, on-the-go guide, you'll no longer be in the dark on Nikon's
Creative Lighting System.
David Busch's Nikon Z7 Guide to Digital Photography is your all-in-one comprehensive resource and reference for the exciting Nikon Z7
compact mirrorless camera. This ground-breaking pro/enthusiast camera is built around a 45.7 megapixel back-illuminated sensor, that offers
incredible image quality, especially when coupled with a new line of ultra-sharp S-series, Z-mount lenses. The affordable FTZ adapter allows
you to use more than 300 different lenses in Nikon’s F-mount lineup, too. Five-axis in-body image stabilization provides up to five stops of
anti-shake performance so you can hand-hold the camera at slower shutter speeds. With 493 phase-detect AF focus points, covering 90
percent of the frame, and the next-generation EXPEED 6 processing chip, the Z7 offers lightning fast focus for stills and both 4K and Full HD
movie-shooting. The stunning 3.7 megapixel Quad VGA electronic viewfinder presents a crystal-clear image as you shoot. With this book in
hand, you’ll master all the camera’s impressive features, and fine tune your camera skills as develop your creativity taking great
photographs with your new Z7.
Filled with detailed how-to steps and full-color illustrations, David Busch's Nikon Z7 Guide to Digital Photography covers all the camera's
capabilities in depth, from taking your first photos through advanced details of setup, exposure, lens selection, lighting, and more, and relates
each feature to specific photographic techniques and situations. Also included is the handy visual guide to the Z7, with close-up photos and
descriptions of the camera's essential features and controls. Learn when to use each option and, more importantly, when not to use them, by
following the author’s recommended settings for every menu entry. With best-selling photographer and mentor David Busch as your guide,
you'll quickly have full creative mastery of your camera’s capabilities, whether you're shooting on the job, as an advanced enthusiast, or are
just out for fun. Start building your knowledge and confidence, while bringing your vision to light with the Nikon Z7 today.
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Whilst camera-specific guides provide the how-to, manual style information on how to use your particular model of camera, this manufacturerspecific guide provides you with all the information you need as a Nikon DSLR photographer to optimise your workflow and capture great
images. Jim White and Tony Sweet show you how to increase the quality of your photos, save time and work smarter, starting with the most
pressing questions: Which camera should you use? Which lens is best? Which accessories are must-haves? How can you get the most out
of Nikon's Capture NX Software? In-depth, specific features of the newest Nikon DSLRs are also covered, helping you to make your camera
really work for you. Complete with practical advice, key workflow solutions and detailed images that display multiple camera functions, this
book is a must have for every Nikon photographer. Part of Focal's Digital Workflow series, this is the Nikon version of the popular Canon
DSLR: The Ultimate Photographer's Guide.
Increasing numbers of ecologists and conservation biologists have begun to explore the use of drone technology to obtain accurate and up-todate data on the distribution and density of species, as well as the threats to their habitats, in their ongoing attempts to conserve and monitor
biodiversity. Conservation drones are low-cost, autonomous, and operator-friendly unmanned aerial vehicles that can be used for surveying,
mapping, and monitoring both habitat and biodiversity. They are fast becoming a valuable complement to ground-based surveys and satellite
imagery for a wide range of ecological and conservation applications. The authors pioneered the use of conservation drones for the purpose
of monitoring orangutan populations in Southeast Asia. They subsequently founded ConservationDrones.org to share their knowledge of
building and using drones with colleagues in the wider environmental community. This website has proved highly popular and this book aims
to further build capacity to use drones and inspire others to adapt emerging technologies for practical conservation.
Everything you need to know to take amazing photographs using your new DSLR The Nikon D5300 Digital Field Guide is filled with
everything you need to know to take fantastic photos with your new Nikon. In full color, this portable guide covers all of the essential controls,
features, and functions of the Nikon D5300, using step-by-step instructions and providing full-color images of each menu screen. Nikon users
will love this comprehensive field guide—it's just the right size to fit into a camera bag, so you'll be able to take it wherever your photography
adventures take you. The guide goes beyond camera settings, offering you a refresher course in digital photography principles, and covering
the essentials of lighting, composition, and exposure. This perfectly sized field guide features: Compact size, allowing photographers to carry
it wherever they go Professional advice on everything from composing a variety of shots to choosing lenses Colorful example images, along
with detailed instructions on how to get the most from each of the camera's features Filled with amazing examples, this handy guide offers a
variety of tips and tricks. You'll learn how to capture portraits, take character-filled candid shots, frame sports action, document travel, work
with macro photography, and much more!
Love taking pictures with your digital camera? Want to improve your skills, but don’t have a lot of time to spend? How about some straight-tothe-point tips that cut to the chase and show you step by step how to accomplish a task? If that sounds like just what you had in mind, Digital
Photography Just The Steps For Dummies, 2nd Edition is exactly what you need. This handy, full-color guide breaks down the most
important tasks into simple two-page, illustrated instructions. You choose what you want to do, flip to the right page, follow the instructions,
and voilà! A new skill is yours! Digital Photography Just The Steps For Dummies, 2nd Edition covers important tasks from choosing a camera
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to printing your photos or turning them into slideshows or galleries. You’ll be able to: Select and use various lenses Take advantage of your
meters Use tripods, screens, and scrims when shooting Work with depth of field Shoot and process Camera Raw images Download and
organize your pictures Understand and use color profiles Edit in the “quick fix” mode Restore a vintage photo Create an online photo gallery,
greeting cards, calendars, or CD jackets More than 170 digital photography tasks are presented in this easy-to-use, full-color reference. Grab
a copy and find out how much more fun you can have with your digital camera!

See the world differently through your new Nikon D5300 Your new Nikon D5300 digital SLR camera represents
something about you. It shows that you want something more than a point-and-shoot camera has to offer. You want to
take better photos. You want more control. You don't want to rely on editing to make beautiful photographs. Well, there's
good news-you now have the right tool to make that happen! Now you need to learn how to use it. The Nikon D5300 has
more features and expanded capabilities, and offers you more options for shooting in different situations. Taking
advantage of the full complement of controls and settings gives you the power to capture images in new and imaginative
ways. Nikon D5300 For Dummies is your ultimate guide to using your new DSLR to its utmost capability. Author Julie
Adair King brings her vast experience both as a veteran photographer and a photography teacher to you in this full-color,
easy to follow Nikon D5300 guide. Nikon D5300 For Dummies contains more information that you would typically get in a
basic photography course, plus information specific to the camera. Over 200 full-color images help illustrate concepts
and apply them to the Nikon D5300, making this the ultimate reference for the beginning or veteran photographer. Master
controls, basic photography principles, and shooting in auto Get creative with advanced settings and video functions
Take charge with manual controls, and understand camera functionality Find tips on editing and sharing photos You have
an excellent camera. Don't be content with shooting in auto mode forever! Master your DSLR and learn your way around
the settings for the most gorgeous photographs you've ever taken. Nikon D5300 For Dummies is your guide to making it
all happen.
David Busch's Nikon D3400 Guide to Digital Photography is your all-in-one comprehensive resource and reference for
the Nikon D3400 camera, the most advanced entry-level dSLR that the company has ever offered. Taking and sharing
pictures is easier than ever, thanks to the D3400’s enhanced Guide Mode and SnapBridge Bluetooth Low Energy
wireless link between the D3400 and your Android or iOS smartphone or tablet.. This 24-megapixel camera offers Full
HD 1080p video, continuous shooting at up to 5 frames per second, and enhanced battery life of up to 1200 shots per
charge. With this book in hand, you can fine tune your camera skills as you explore the world of digital photography,
develop your creativity, and take great photographs with your D3400. Filled with detailed how-to steps and full-color
illustrations, David Busch's Nikon D3400 Guide to Digital Photography covers all the camera's features in depth, from
taking your first photos through advanced details of setup, exposure, lens selection, lighting, and more, and relates each
feature to specific photographic techniques and situations. Also included is the handy visual guide to the D3400, with
close-up photos and descriptions of the camera's essential features and controls. Learn when to use each option and,
more importantly, when not to use them, by following the author’s recommended settings for every menu entry. With
best-selling photographer and mentor David Busch as your guide, you'll quickly have full creative mastery of your
camera’s capabilities, whether you're shooting on the job, as an advanced enthusiast, or are just out for fun. Start
building your knowledge and confidence, while bringing your vision to light with the Nikon D3400 today.
Discover the easy path to taking brilliant and memorable photos The popularity of DSLR cameras remains on the rise, yet
these digital cameras still present a challenge to novice photographers who lack a foundation in photography skills. This
straightforward-but-friendly guide walks you through the 100 most common photos that amateur photographers like to
include in their personal portfolios and offers specific advice on getting the correct exposure settings, composition, and
lighting while sparing you the technical jargon. Seasoned author and photographer Doug Sahlin includes more than 300
full-color photos on everything from family portraits and pets to nature and sporting events, all aimed at providing you
with inspiration as you work to find your own individual style. Skips the technical jargon and shows you where to start for
optimal exposure settings. Offers shortcuts, tips, and advice for setting the camera to make specific shots and making
impromptu adjustments when needed Includes more than 300 full-color photos of people, nature, sports, events, and
places that serve as example and inspiration Helps you get the best photographs from your DSLR while you work with
movement in action photos, finicky lighting with fireworks or amusement parks at night, or distance, blur, and intricate
details Walks you through troubleshooting the most common digital photography problems Digital SLR Settings &
Shortcuts For Dummies delivers the starting point for getting the necessary settings so you can get great digital photos.
Mastering the Nikon D500 by Darrell Young provides a wealth of experience-based information and insights for owners of
the new D500 camera. Darrell is determined to help the user navigate past the confusion that often comes with complex
and powerful professional camera equipment. This book explores the features and capabilities of the camera in a way
that far surpasses the user’s manual. It guides readers through the camera features with step-by-step setting
adjustments; color illustrations; and detailed how, when, and why explanations for each option. Every button, dial, switch,
and menu configuration setting is explored in a user-friendly manner, with suggestions for setup according to various
shooting styles. Darrell’s friendly and informative writing style allows readers to easily follow directions while feeling as if
a friend dropped in to share his knowledge. The information in this book goes beyond the camera itself and also covers
basic photography technique.
A picture-perfect beginner guide to the new Nikon D5100 Eager to take a shot at using the exciting new Nikon D5100?
Then this is the introductory book for you! Aimed at first-time DSLR shooters who need a friendly guide on how to use
their camera, this straightforward book is packed with full-color images that help demonstrate how to use features of the
Nikon D5100. Coverage explores the on-board effects, low-light settings, and automatic HDR shooting. Clear
explanations detail the ways in which you can use the new features of the Nikon D5100 to add unique shots to your
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portfolio while an explanation of photography terms gets you confident and savvy with this fun DSLR camera. Covers
basic camera controls and functions, shooting in auto mode, setting photo quality, and navigating menus and the view
screen Introduces the basics of photography, including the settings that control lighting, exposure, focus, and color
Addresses the new low-light and HDR settings Encourages you to use the new onboard effects features and shares tips
for improving images with editing software Get a grasp on the fun Nikon D5100 with this fun and friendly guide!
Simon Stafford, the Technical Editor to the Nikon Owners’ Club International’s Nikon Owner magazine, tells all about
the company’s new semi-pro camera, the D300. He explains how to make the most of the model’s up-to-the-minute
attributes, including the 12.3 effective megapixel Nikon DX-format CMOS image sensor with integrated A/D converter
and the increased bit precision of selectable 14-bit NEF (RAW) output.
David Busch's Nikon Z7 II/Z6 II Guide to Digital Photography is your all-in-one comprehensive resource and reference for
Nikon’s next-generation Z7 II and Z6 II mirrorless cameras. The company has upgraded these compact cameras with
the features most requested by enthusiasts, including two memory card slots, advanced autofocus features, and
performance-enhancing dual EXPEED 6 processors. Serious photographers can select the high-resolution 45.7
megapixel Z7 II, or opt for the higher continuous shooting rates and stellar low-light versatility of the 24 megapixel Z6 II.
Both cameras offer incredible image quality, especially when coupled with a burgeoning line of ultra-sharp S-series, Zmount lenses. The affordable FTZ adapter allows you to use more than 300 different lenses in Nikon’s F-mount lineup,
too. Five-axis in-body image stabilization provides up to five stops of anti-shake performance so you can hand-hold the
camera at slower shutter speeds. An improved autofocus system with human and animal eye/face detection offers
lightning fast focus for stills and both 4K and Full HD movie-shooting. With this book in hand, you’ll master all these
impressive features, and fine tune your camera skills as develop your creativity taking great photographs with your new
Z7 II or Z6 II.
Filled with detailed how-to steps and full-color illustrations, David Busch's Nikon Z7 II/Z6 II Guide to Digital Photography
covers the cameras’ capabilities in depth, from taking your first photos through advanced details of setup, exposure, lens
selection, lighting, and more, and relates each feature to specific photographic techniques and situations. Also included is
the handy visual guide to the Z7 II and Z6 II, with close-up photos and descriptions of the camera's essential features and
controls. Learn when to use each option and, more importantly, when not to use them, by following the author’s
recommended settings for every menu entry. With best-selling photographer and mentor David Busch as your guide,
you'll quickly have full creative mastery of your camera’s capabilities, whether you're shooting on the job, as an
advanced enthusiast, or are just out for fun. Start building your knowledge and confidence, while bringing your vision to
light with the Nikon Z7 II or Z6 II today.
Instructs how to use a digital SLR camera, gives information on photography, and aids in getting the best pictures with a
dSLR camera.
Traveling and photography is a perfect match, but photographers are often disappointed that their images fail to meet the
quality of their artistic aspirations. This book combines theoretical information, practical advice, and helpful suggestions
for taking better pictures while traveling, whether you are on a local trip, enjoying your annual summer vacation or
exploring a more exotic, remote destination. This book includes descriptions for how to carefully compose photos, avoid
common mistakes, and achieve a unique perception of places that have been photographed many times before.
Beautifully illustrated with photographs from all over the world, this guide will help you find your personal point of view,
which will lead to exceptional travel photos.
This manual is the culmination of more than 35 years of skeletal analysis, teaching forensic anthropology and conducting
skeletal research at universities and museums in the U.S., Asia, Pacific, Africa, and Europe. While there are many
illustrated human osteology and anatomy books available to students and professionals, there is none that approaches
the topic of identifying and siding human bones quite like The Bone Book, with its large, annotated color photographs and
easy-to-follow steps. Designed for use in either the lab or the field, the book covers the material from top to bottom—from
cranium to metatarsals and phalanges—with the help of more than 400 vivid, full-color photographs, clearly annotated to
highlight key features. Complex bones, such as the cranium, are shown in multiple photos (including several “exploded”
or disarticulated skulls, showing how the complex bones fit together). In addition to the photos, the book offers easy-tofollow instructions and mnemonic tips that guide the reader, step by step, through the process of identifying every
individual bone and which side of the body it came from. The Bone Book can be used as a stand-alone reference or as a
companion to other sources. Although most of the photos show adult bones, the book also includes helpful photos of
subadult bones and even fetal bones, which some forensic cases involve. The Bone Book will contribute to filling a gap in
identifying and siding bones more easily and, in that sense, add to the body of anthropological, anatomical, and medical
literature. It will be useful to anthropology students, anatomists, surgeons, medical examiners, and others working with
the human skeleton.
Young explores the features and capabilities of the camera in a way that far surpasses the user's manual. He guides
readers through features with step-by-step setting adjustments; color illustrations; and detailed how, when, and why
explanations for each option.
Young provides a wealth of information and professional insights for owners of this powerful new camera. Each chapter
explores the features and capabilities of the D300 in detail and provides step-by-step menu setting adjustments,
illustrations, and logical explanations for each option.
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‘This book will arm and inspire you to transform your underwater photographs, whatever camera you use’: Alex Mustard
(from the Foreword) The best underwater images don’t just capture the subject well, they also capture mood, emotion
and atmosphere. Unlike most other underwater photography books, Winning Images with Any Underwater Camera
focuses on composition and techniques rather than the all-consuming camera technology that people tend to chase first.
This makes it a supremely cost-effective tool for improving images; and there is no discrimination between users of
different camera systems — this truly is a book for all. International award winner and instructor Paul Colley reveals the
short cuts and shows the vital bits of artistic theory as it applies to underwater photography, grappling with composition in
much greater depth than in other books. He also includes easy-to-remember reference models for underwater
composition: pre-planned concepts for twelve typical underwater scenes, with the principal considerations boiled down to
those essentials that will help you achieve great results, time and again.
A guide to the Nikon D600 camera provides information on the camera's modes and menus, exposure, lighting, flash, live
view and video, focus and color, and in-camera editing.
A local Singaporean magazine dedicated to photography and videography.
With 12.3 megapixels, a three-inch LCD, Live View, and the ability to shoot up to eight frames per second, your D300 is
an awesome camera. The more you know about using it, the more you'll get for your money, so take this guide with you
on every shoot. Along with detailed instructions on using every feature, it provides full-color images of menu screens,
helps you select lenses, and offers guidance for getting magnificent images in many situations.
Focusing exclusively on light modifiers and making the most of the least equipment, this in-depth handbook is ideal for
use by the beginner and advanced amateurs who wish to take their photography to the next level. Including diagrams
and lighting set scenes to facilitate learning and adapting technique, step-by-step critiques of several portrait sessions,
and an extensive review of a variety of light modifying tools—from barn doors and snoots to gels, umbrellas, and strip
boxes—this invaluable textbook style book reveals the precise steps for obtaining dimension and depth for indoor and
outdoor portrait sessions. This resource is a must-have for beginner photographers looking to discover a treasure trove of
fresh, creative lighting inspiration, that will surely help add diversity and creative style to your photography
MacLife is the ultimate magazine about all things Apple. It’s authoritative, ahead of the curve and endlessly entertaining.
MacLife provides unique content that helps readers use their Macs, iPhones, iPods, and their related hardware and
software in every facet of their personal and professional lives.
Discover the essentials to getting better photos with the Nikon DLSLR D3400 The Nikon D3400 hits stores as Nikon's
most advanced entry-level DSLR camera. Along with the pixel power to deliver sharp images, it also offers tools to be
instantly creative and quickly share photos to a smartphone. This book will get you up to speed on the D3400 in a
flash—teaching you all the basic photography skills needed to get great shots from a DSLR camera, while also giving you
clear, hands-on guidance through the D3400's specific controls. Nikon D3400 for Dummies helps you learn the ins and
outs of the Nikon D3400, including how to get started right away in auto mode, get creative with scene modes, and take
full control in manual mode. Filled with practical, easy-to-follow instructions, this book will help you transform from an
inexperienced beginner to an advanced shutterbug whose shots could grace the cover of any popular magazine. Get the
lowdown on the controls and settings on a Nikon D3400 Learn how pro photographers set their cameras to get better
shots Discover the tools that control your camera's exposure settings Put your newfound knowledge together to shoot
better portraits, action shots, and low-light images If you're ready to put down your dinky, dim-lit, non-zooming
smartphone and pick up a real professional-grade DSLR camera, do so with the help of Nikon D3400 for Dummies.
This handy guide provides experience-based information and insights for owners of these powerful and sophisticated
cameras. The book guides readers through the DSLR camera features with step-by-step setting adjustments, color
illustrations, and detailed explanations for each option.
Get the results your camera was meant to deliver With the D700, you've stepped up to a high-performance camera. The
possibilities offered by its 12.1-megapixel, FX-format CMOS sensor are exhilarating. This guide helps you take full
advantage of every feature you paid for, offering clear and comprehensive directions for setting up the camera, choosing
modes, selecting lenses, and much more. With detailed guidance for working with lighting, exposure, and depth of field
plus advanced shooting techniques for many different situations, it's your camera's perfect partner. Customize the D700's
settings and learn how to use them all Maximize Live View and use single-point and dynamic-area autofocus Explore
original, optional, and custom picture controls Investigate wide-angle lenses, VR and DX lenses, filters, and lens
accessories Learn secrets for getting great shots of sporting events, concerts, wildlife, products, and people
David Busch's Nikon D5500 Guide to Digital Photography is your all-in-one comprehensive resource and reference for
the Nikon D5500 camera. This ultracompact and lightweight Nikon digital SLR has a swiveling touch screen LCD that
makes taking photos or changing settings quick and easy. The D5500 includes built-in Wi-Fi, so you can use your iOS or
Android device to control the camera or upload photos to your phone, tablet, or personal computer. The D5500 captures
24-megapixel still images and 1080p 60 fps high-definition movies with stereo sound, too. With this book in hand, you
can fine-tune your camera skills as you explore the world of digital photography, develop your creativity, and take great
photographs with your D5500. Filled with detailed how-to steps and full-color illustrations, David Busch's Nikon D5500
Guide to Digital Photography covers all the camera's features in depth, from taking your first photos through advanced
details of setup, exposure, lens selection, lighting, and more, and relates each feature to specific photographic
techniques and situations. Also included is the handy visual guide to the D5500, with close-up photos and descriptions of
the camera's essential features and controls, including the versatile LCD touch screen. Learn when to use each option
and, more importantly, when not to use them, by following the author’s recommended settings for every menu entry.
With best-selling photographer and mentor David Busch as your guide, you'll quickly have full creative mastery of your
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camera’s capabilities, whether you're shooting on the job, taking shots as an advanced enthusiast, or are just out for fun.
Start building your knowledge and confidence, while bringing your vision to light with the Nikon D5500 today.
David Busch's Nikon D850 Guide to Digital SLR Photography is your all-in-one comprehensive resource and reference
for the feature-packed Nikon D850 camera. Built around a ground-breaking 45.7 megapixel back-illuminated sensor, this
pro/enthusiast model offers incredible image quality and high ISO performance, along with 4K movie shooting
capabilities. With continuous shooting up to 9 fps with optional battery grip, the Nikon D850 is one of the most versatile
cameras the company has ever offered. With this book in hand, you master all the camera’s impressive features, and
fine tune your skills as you develop your creativity taking great photographs with your D850. p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px
0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px 'Times New Roman'} p.p2 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px 'Times New Roman';
min-height: 15.0px} Filled with detailed how-to steps and full-color illustrations, David Busch's Nikon D850 Guide to
Digital SLR Photography covers all the camera's capabilities in depth, from taking your first photos through advanced
details of setup, exposure, lens selection, lighting, and more. It relates each feature to specific photographic techniques
and situations. Also included is a handy visual guide to the D850, with close-up photos and descriptions of the camera's
essential features and controls. Learn when to use each option and, more importantly, when not to use them, by following
the author’s recommended settings for every menu entry. With best-selling photographer and mentor David Busch as
your guide, you'll quickly have full creative mastery of your camera’s capabilities, whether you're shooting on the job, as
an advanced enthusiast, or are just out for fun. Start building your knowledge and confidence, while bringing your vision
to light with the Nikon D850 today.
You've been waiting for an affordable dSLR with the quality and versatility of the Nikon D200. Packed with great
techniques and full-color examples, this book helps you take advantage of all the D200's features. From the Quick Tour
on how to use your D200 to the intricacies of setting white balance, working with the flash, converting NEF, and shooting
superb images in more than twenty common situations, it's all here—and it goes anywhere you and your Nikon can. Get a
clear understanding of your camera's challenges and advantages Choose the right shooting, exposure, and focus modes
for each type of shot Use extended ISO and noise reduction Explore how various lenses can enhance your work Work
with different flash options and available light Visit our Web site at www.wiley.com/compbooks
Everything you need to know about your new N1 camera! Portable and full color, this guide is packed with everything you
want and need to know in order to take amazing photos using your new Nikon Camera N1. Veteran author J. Dennis
Thomas walks you through the essential controls, features, and functions of the N1 using step-by-step instructions and
providing full-color images of each menu screen. You'll learn how to adjust white balance, autofocus, and exposure as
well as choose lens and adjust settings. The handy trim size allows this guide to go where you go, allowing you easy
access to information quickly so you can get the exact shot you want when you want it. Helps you make the most of your
Camera N1 and get the shots you want Features valuable insight from a successful professional photographer for
capturing unique and memorable portrait, candid, action, travel, sports, and other shots Provides step-by-step
explanations on techniques and tips, all aimed at getting you comfortable and confident with your camera Go beyond the
basic manual and the standard settings and see what your Camera N1 can do with Camera N1 Digital Field Guide!
Nikon D200 Digital Field GuideJohn Wiley & Sons
Mastering the Nikon D610 by Darrell Young provides a wealth of experience-based information and insights for owners of
the new D610 camera. Darrell is determined to help the user navigate past the confusion that often comes with complex
and powerful professional camera equipment. This book explores the features and capabilities of the camera in a way
that far surpasses the user's manual. It guides readers through the camera features with step-by-step setting
adjustments; color illustrations; and detailed how, when, and why explanations for each option. Every button, dial, switch,
and menu configuration setting is explored in a user-friendly manner, with suggestions for setup according to various
shooting styles. Darrell's friendly and informative writing style allows readers to easily follow directions while feeling as if
a friend dropped in to share his knowledge. The learning experience for new D610 users goes beyond just the camera
itself and covers basic photography technique.
PCMag.com is a leading authority on technology, delivering Labs-based, independent reviews of the latest products and
services. Our expert industry analysis and practical solutions help you make better buying decisions and get more from
technology.
What you need to know to take amazing photos—or shoot movies!—with your Nikon D300s camera This portable, full-color
guide explains all essential controls, features, and functions of the Nikon D300s camera, including the exciting new DMovie with auto-focus feature, 3-inch LCD screen, quiet shutter release, and external microphone for movie recording.
You’ll find step-by-step instructions and invaluable tips and tricks to help you take your best stills or live action, whether
you’re capturing portraits, candid shots, sports or travel images, or macro photography. Shows you how to get the very
most out of your new Nikon D300s digital camera Discusses in detail all the essential controls, features, and functions of
the Nikon D300s, including the new D-Movie feature Provides step-by-step instructions and full-color images of each
menu screen Explains not only how to adjust white balance, autofocus, exposure, and other settings, it explains when
and why you should adjust these settings Gives you a thorough digital photography refresher on lighting and composition
Shares valuable tips and tricks to help you capture amazing shots Shows you topic-specific secrets to capturing portraits,
candid shots, sports or travel photos, macro photography, and others Now that you have a Nikon D300s, make sure you
have a copy of the Nikon D300s Digital Field Guide!
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